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r, I want to save the output from the command in a list or dataframe or whatever I can only find ways to save the output from
the command in to a text file or pipe it to grep #!/usr/bin/python import subprocess import sys def main(): proc =
subprocess.Popen('command',shell=True,stdin=subprocess.PIPE) stdout, stderr = proc.communicate() #print 'error', stderr #
print 'output', stdout if sys.argv[1] == 'driver': print 'driver' elif sys.argv[1] == 'gq': print 'gq' #elif sys.argv[1] =='svg':
#print'svg' else: print 'unknown value' main() A: If you want to assign output to a new variable - then you can do something
like output = command_output Alternatively, you can add your commands to a list and then process the list later on:
commands = [command, command2, command3] for command in commands: output = command(input) This has the
advantage that you can later do something with all your results and exclude some from that. Technological advances in
imaging and image processing allow us to determine the cellular and molecular pathophysiology of many diseases. The next
major challenge is to integrate the knowledge obtained with these advances, so that the underlying pathophysiology can be
confirmed as a result of the application of novel technologies. We hypothesize that by combining a set of complementary
technologies we can provide a better characterization of the cellular and molecular pathophysiology of the disease, and
consequently of any interventions that could be beneficial for the patient. The purpose of the Cell Phenotyping Core is to
integrate imaging, image processing, and quantitative image analysis to assess the cellular and molecular pathophysiology
of diseases associated with abnormal vasculature, neoplasms, pulmonary diseases, and systemic inflammatory conditions. In
addition to these overarching goals, the Core will provide the means to 1) optimize the image-based techniques used in
phenotyping in order to generate the maximum amount of information; 2) assist with the development of new imaging
techniques and image processing tools; 3) expand the information generated by the specialized technologies provided by the
Core by making them 6d1f23a050
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